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Worlds Collide
Lies and deceit
Are all I hear
Clinging to life
Too numb with fear
And all I see
Is Conﬂict
Damage
Treason
War
Concrete
Jungles
Debris
And more
Dispute
Impair
Battle
Screams
Blinded
Deafness
Tragic
Scenes
I'm on your side
Come on let me in
It's cold outside
Let's begin
At times our worlds collide
But here within
I'm on your side
Let me in
We are so high
Too high to see
Chaos abound
So lost it seems
And all we know
Is diﬀerence
Hostiles
Tension
Fear
Betrayed
Impaired
Revolt
Sears
Violence
Warfare
Crippled
Views
Altered
Stories
Evening
News
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I'm on your side
Come on let me in
It's cold outside
Let's begin
At times our worlds collide
But here within
I'm on your side
Let me in
Vision unclear
A deafness ensues
Is what your feeling
Close to the truth?
Notions of mistrust
I'll show you the truth
I want to be nearer
Want to be beside you
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Concrete and Gravity
Concrete and gravity
Conquer in the end
I can see their ﬁres
Burning out at sea
Their distant voices
Calling out for me
But I must confess
That I give into fear
I give into fear
Impact – Society
White noise growing still
As my vision blurs
My mouth is dry
Hands begin to shake
And I question why
That I can't resist
Take me out to sea
We are
Concrete and gravity
Can I let go
And set me free
Above the clouds
Too far to see
Here so high
The ground below
One last breath
I can't let go
I feel so low
I cannot breathe
Fears compounding
Will you rescue me?
I can't let go
We are
Concrete and gravity
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The Last Resort
Right from the start
An end to my dreams
I'm feeling awake
But not as it seems
And I feel them getting closer
I feel them getting near
With every passing breath
As days turn into years
It's quiet like a stranger
It's hidden in your thoughts
Our hearts aware of danger
Is this the last resort?
Is this the last resort?
This is the last resort
Turning away
Away from the shame
Hide from yourself
I'm playing this game
And somewhere there is some place
That no one else can see
I crawl into the darkness
Inside my memory
In places left with anger
The facts somehow distort
A step away from danger
Is this the last resort?
Is this our last resort?
Is this the last resort?
This is our last resort
All the struggles
All of the tears
Nights spent in anguish
Alone with my fears
Many shinning moments
Sometimes we dare to dream
Slip into illusion
It's never what it seems
Sometimes we dare to dream
It's never what it seems
Sometimes we dare to dream
This is our last resort
This is our last resort
This is the last resort
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In the Night
See the shadows
With the fading light
Dawn awakens
Ready for the night
In the silence
I can hear their screams
Here awake walking in my dreams
A taste of fear
A blinding light
Just what is real
Here in the night
When we die
We all die
Who survives
When we die
Feel the tremors
Hear the sounds of death
Life diminished
Here with every breath
Without warning
It will take my fear
Lying awake without you here
A taste of fear
A blinding light
Just what is real
Here in the night
The sound of fear
Is taking ﬂight
Just what's revealed
Here in the night
When we die
We all die
Who survives
When we die
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Wait for Me
There's no light
In the distance
Waves of ﬁre
Crashing over me
A sense of dread
And some resistance
Every moment
Uncertainty
And what I fear
If all that's here
Is what it seems
When things falls apart
Wait for me
Wait for me
Twisted hands
Bodies in motion
Making sense
Of what we see
Will come to pass
The hurt your feeling
Certain moments
Are meant to be
But what I fear
If all that's here
Is what it seems
When things falls apart
And all I know
From what I've seen
Beneath the ruins
Wait for me
All this time
Without a trace
Without a cause
Somehow displaced
In the dark
Is what I feel
I want to know what's real
But all I fear
If all that's here
Is what it seems
When things fall apart
Wait for me
And all I've known
Is what I fear
When things fall apart
Wait for me
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Parasite
Stale air surrounds me
I'm feeling uneased
Here in the darkness
We do what we please
Gripped by desire
Lies we are feed
Sometimes we're feeling
Better of dead
Atmosphere
We're climbing higher
Beyond degrees
And breathing ﬁre
Come with me
Slow we burn
Awash in ﬂames
There's no return
Love's a parasite
There's no defence
Be my parasite
A sense of regret
Awareness is strange
Lost in the world
And feeling my age
From what I've learnt
I've nothing to loose
A loss of all feeling
Awaiting the muse
Atmosphere
We're climbing higher
Beyond degrees
And breathing ﬁre
Come with me
What you've learnt
You'll soon forget
There's no return
Loves a parasite
There's no defence
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A tale untrue
Of light and dark
And rumours we've heard
From lands so far
There's power in words
To sell you pretence
Narration begins
A line of defence
And all the lies
I've been feed
It's just noise in my head
In my head
From all the words
That you have said
It's just noise in my head
Forgotten dreams
Nightmare I am
Don't think for yourself
The ultimate plan
Soldiers of peace
And soldiers of war
There is no diﬀerence
When lines are drawn
And we're left torn
And all the lies
I've been feed
It's just noise in my head
In my head
And all the times
I've been mislead
It's just noise in my head
Actions and power
Terror suspects
Submit to safety
Protect from threats
It's just noise in my head
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All the words you told me
Everything thing you said
We're they just lies to have them
Play around in my head
I think it's the truth
I didn't know what else
What else to do
I should have known better
But I liked the things that you do
I'm a man on ﬁre
Burning in your head
You left me for dead
You left me for dead
Set the world on ﬁre
The skies are burning red
You left me for dead
When all is said
Everyday it felt like
Thought I'd lost my mind
Stumbled in the dark somewhere
I was hoping to ﬁnd
Time again we're drifting
Walking in a dream
Just what it is we're searching for
When nothings what it seems
I haven't a clue
I didn't know what else
What else to do
We're in this together
And lust is a burden of truth
I'm a man on ﬁre
Burning in your head
You left me for dead
You left me for dead
Set the world on ﬁre
The skies are burning red
You left me for dead
When all is said
Living in my memory
Past and faded scenes
Haunting me to witness
Things that used to be
Quiet in this silence
Feeling like a fool
Too many nights I spent here
Lost and so confused
I should have known better
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That pain is a version of truth
I'm a man on ﬁre
Burning in your head
You left me for dead
You left me for dead
Set the world on ﬁre
The skies are burning red
You left me for dead
When all is said
You left me for dead
You left me for dead
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Inside the Cracks
What is it you want from me
I can never tell
And all you took from me
Now it just feels like hell
If everything I'm told
Is somehow true
Then all the time we spent
Means nothing to you
I feel destroyed
I'm not the man I used to be
You feel destroyed
Crushed beneath uncertainties
Feel destroyed
I search for the truth in words
Yet I could never see
I've fallen inside the cracks
From here I breath
Now everything I feared
Is somehow real
As waking moments pass
Your lies are revealed
I feel destroyed
I'm not the man I used to be
You feel destroyed
Crushed beneath uncertainty
I feel destroyed
Days have gone
Tranquility
Feel destroyed
I feel destroyed
Somehow connected
Yet torn apart
We're isolated
Here in the dark
Inside the cracks
We fall between
Inside the cracks
I cannot breath
Inside the cracks
Now everything I'm told
Is somehow true
Then all the time we spent
Means nothing to you
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Apes Astronauts
Our conservation
We shall remain
A dying species
Killed by the strain
We're far away
A lonely planet
We'll ﬁnd a new
World to inhabit
We'll hide from you
And the truth
Our plan is clear
We're not from here
Apes astronauts
Holy men
Cosmonauts
Apes astronauts
Signs of life
Psychonauts
A population
A million years
We walk among you
Yes we are here
Now I'm awake
I'm isolated
I feel obscure
No sense of longing
My thoughts confused
And I fear
One thing is clear
I'm not from here
Feelings of loss
So lost and confused
Alone in a world
I'm so far removed
A life unintended
Born into lies
Avoid all emotion
In time we die
Apes astronauts
Apes cosmonauts
A time to die
Apes astronauts
Holy men cosmonauts
Cosmonauts
Psychonauts
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There's a line deep here on my skin
Signs of life
From were it begins
I know I'm here
Violent creatures playing on my fears
Waking moments go by as years
And true
I'd wait for you
But the feeling is hurt and bruised
I'll walk on this earth a feeling anew
I fear no regret
The dreams we forget
I'm drowning in sweat
The dreams we forget
I awake my feet on the ground
But all I hear a deafening sound
And hope it fades
Words you say playing on my mind
Mount to nothing a waste of time
That's clear
Yet still I'm here
But the fear and the pain ensues
I'll walk on this earth I'm breathing anew
I fear no regret
The dreams we forget
I'm drowning in sweat
The dreams we forget
I have no regret
The dreams we forget
In moments of rest
I want to forget
Never again
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